Rossi Group – A WBE/MBE and DBE certified firm with Delaware, Maryland, Pennsylvania, Virginia, and DC, provides professional planning and engineering services including construction management and inspection services.

Rita Ossiender founded Rossi Group in 2015 and serves as the President and Principal Planner. She oversees the strategic development and operations of the company and ensures their clients needs are being met. Her technical experience is in strategic project planning and engineering design of transportation projects for local and state transportation agencies.

Today Rossi Group employs 32 team members between their two offices located in Delaware and Maryland. The firm’s goal is to serve the state of Delaware, providing the highest level of innovative planning, engineering, and construction inspection services as a practical, sustainable, and cost-effective complement to DelDOT and Prime firms.

Rossi Group is a multi-disciplined firm that provides a wide range of planning, engineering, and inspection services. Their most significant skills are their agility, responsiveness, and versatility in delivering services tailored to their partner’s needs. They pride themselves on being a trusted partner for projects from planning through engineering and construction.

Rossi Group is proud to support DelDOT with pedestrian-related solutions requested through the “Report a Pedestrian Issue” feature. This feature on DelDOT.gov and on the DelDOT App allows anyone to report pedestrian-related issues along roadways, sidewalks, and paths throughout Delaware. Rossi Group has supported DelDOT in the implementation of sidewalk improvements in Smyrna, Hockessin, and Rehoboth that already make a huge impact on the community by connecting gaps in the pedestrian network, providing enhanced pedestrian safety and amenities and meeting current ADA and PAS guidelines.

When looking for a prime, the Rossi Group wants a prime that shares with them meaningful work, coordinates and communicates with them proactively, and collaborates with them as an extension of their staff. They look forward to maintaining their current partnerships with larger prime firms while forging new relationships in Delaware.

To learn more about the Rossi Group and meet the team please visit their website https://www.rossitg.com/our-people or contact directly at:
Maryland
120 Cockeysville Road Suite 103, Hunt Valley, MD 21030
443-330-5505

Delaware
8 W Loockerman Street, Suite 201, Dover, DE 19904
302-672-0093